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Direct pathogen-induced assembly of an NLR immune
receptor complex to form a holoenzyme
Shoucai Ma1*, Dmitry Lapin2*, Li Liu2*, Yue Sun1*, Wen Song3*, Xiaoxiao Zhang1, Elke Logemann2,
Dongli Yu2,3, Jia Wang1, Jan Jirschitzka3, Zhifu Han1, Paul Schulze-Lefert2,4†,
Jane E. Parker2,4†, Jijie Chai1,2,3,4†

Direct or indirect recognition of pathogen-derived effectors by plant nucleotide-binding leucine-rich
repeat (LRR) receptors (NLRs) initiates innate immune responses. The Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis
effector ATR1 activates the N-terminal Toll–interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) domain of Arabidopsis NLR RPP1.
We report a cryo–electron microscopy structure of RPP1 bound by ATR1. The structure reveals a
C-terminal jelly roll/Ig-like domain (C-JID) for specific ATR1 recognition. Biochemical and functional
analyses show that ATR1 binds to the C-JID and the LRRs to induce an RPP1 tetrameric assembly
required for nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide hydrolase (NADase) activity. RPP1 tetramerization
creates two potential active sites, each formed by an asymmetric TIR homodimer. Our data define
the mechanism of direct effector recognition by a plant NLR leading to formation of a signaling-
active holoenzyme.

I
ntracellular nucleotide-binding leucine-
rich repeat immune receptors (NLRs)
have evolved independently in plants
and animals to detect pathogen distur-
bance. Plant sensor NLRs are classified

into two main groups that are defined by
different N-terminal domains: a coiled-coil
(CC) domain in CC-NLRs (CNLs) and a Toll–
interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) domain in TIR-
NLRs (TNLs). Direct or indirect recognition
of pathogen effector proteins by plant NLRs
triggers an immune response termed effector-
triggered immunity (1–6), often characterized
by rapid host cell death (a hypersensitive re-
sponse) at sites of attempted infection. In
addition to the C-terminal LRR domain, non-
canonical integrated domains of plant NLRs
play a critical role in conferring specific ef-
fector recognition (7). Although modes of ef-
fector recognition vary, ligand sensing is
widely believed to induce oligomerization
of NLRs for signaling. For example, a re-
cent structural study of the CNL ZAR1 in
Arabidopsis showed that the ZAR1 resisto-
some induced by bacterial effector AvrAC
assumes a wheel-like structure similar to that
of NLR inflammasomes in animals (8). A body
of evidence suggests that the CC domains of
CNLs and the TIR domains of TNLs mediate

signaling upon NLR activation (9–14). A TIR
domain signaling role is further supported
by biochemical assays that detected NADase
activity required for TNL-mediated immunity
(15, 16). Structural and functional studies
with individual TIR domains revealed their
capacity for self-association as homo- or
heterodimers, which is important for immu-
nity induction (5, 9, 17, 18). How TIR domain
signaling activity is enabled by TNL effector
recognition in the context of full-length re-
ceptors is unknown.
Members of the Arabidopsis RPP1 (Recog-

nition of Peronospora parasitica 1) TNL family
specifically recognize cognate ATR1 (Arabidopsis
thaliana Recognized 1) effector variants
produced by the foliar oomycete pathogen
Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (Hpa) (19, 20).
In host and pathogen populations, both RPP1
from Arabidopsis accessions and ATR1 from
Hpa strains are highly polymorphic. Rec-
ognition of different ATR1 forms by RPP1
variants is Hpa race–specific, indicative of
host-pathogen coevolution (12, 21). Specific
RPP1-ATR1 recognition in Arabidopsis lead-
ing to leaf macroscopic host cell death was
recapitulated in tobacco transient gene ex-
pression assays. Coupled with biochemical
data, these studies showed a requirement for
the RPP1 C-terminal LRR domain in direct
binding of recognized ATR1 forms (20, 22).

Reconstitution and cryo-EM structure of the
RPP1 resistosome

We coexpressed Strep-RPP1_WsB (residues 61
to 1221) with His-ATR1_Emoy2 (residues 52 to
311) as a matching TNL-effector pair (12, 21) in
insect cells. We used a tandem affinity puri-
fication procedure to isolate the complex. Gel

filtration analysis showed that comigration of
the RPP1 andATR1 proteins corresponded to a
molecular weight of ~600 kD (fig. S1), indicat-
ing that they form an oligomeric complex,
which we term the “RPP1 resistosome.” The
complex obtained from gel filtration was used
for structural analysis by cryo–electronmicros-
copy (cryo-EM). After three-dimensional (3D)
classification, a subset of 409,348 particles was
used for image reconstruction, generating a
map with a global resolution of 3.16 Å, as
determined with a gold-standard Fourier shell
correlation (Fig. 1A and fig. S2). Resolution of
the core complex without inclusion of the LRR
portion was 2.99 Å.
The cryo-EM structure of the RPP1 resisto-

some contains four RPP1 and four ATR1 mole-
cules, which assemble into a tetrameric complex
measuring 160Å× 160Å× 120Å (Fig. 1B, fig. S3,
A and B, and table S1). Tetramerization of the
resistosome is mediated entirely by RPP1 sub-
domains. We discovered in the resistosome
structure that RPP1 has a C-terminal domain
in addition to the canonical TNL domains
TIR, nucleotide-binding domain (NBD), helix
domain 1 (HD1), winged helix domain (WHD),
and LRRs (Fig. 1B and fig. S3, C to F). Struc-
tural searches of the Protein Data Bank (PDB)
revealed that the C-terminal domain adopts a
classical b–jelly roll and Ig-like fold (fig. S4A),
whichwe designate C-JID (C-terminal jelly roll
and Ig-like domain). The RPP1C-JID structure is
similar to that of the TNL Roq1 (23) (fig. S4B).
Whereas all canonical TNL-type domains of
RPP1 are involved in resistosome assembly,
RPP1C-JID mediates interaction with ATR1,
assisted by the inner surface of RPP1LRR (Fig.
1B). The RPP1 resistosome is organized into
a three-layered ring structure, with the top,
middle, and bottom formed by the TIR do-
main, the NOD (nucleotide-binding oligomer-
ization domain) module (i.e., NBD-HD1-WHD
domains), and ATR1-bound LRR–C-JID, re-
spectively (Fig. 1B). RPP1NBD, RPP1HD1, and
RPP1WHD are positioned similarly to the cor-
responding domains of activated ZAR1,
NLRC4, and Apaf-1 (fig. S4C), indicating that
RPP1 adopts an active conformation in the
resistosome.

RPP1C-JID is an essential structural
determinant for ATR1-specific recognition

RPP1-bound ATR1 is nearly identical to a crys-
tal structure of the ATR1 monomer alone (24)
(fig. S4D). RPP1LRR and RPP1C-JID are com-
paratively less well defined than other RPP1
domains (fig. S2C). The cryo-EM density of
RPP1LRR and RPP1C-JID was substantially im-
proved by local refinement, sufficient formodel
building (figs. S2C and S3, G to I). ATR1
obliquely contacts RPP1C-JID and RPP1LRR via
its N-terminal segment (residues 67 to 190)
(Fig. 2A), consistent with an earlier report
that residues 68 to 222 of ATR1 are sufficient
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forRPP1 recognition (24). ATR1 interactsmainly
with a flat exposed anti–b sheet surface of
RPP1C-JID (interface 1), establishing hydro-
gen-bonding and hydrophobic interactions
(Fig. 2B and fig. S5A). Contacts with non-
conserved residues from the inner surface of
the curved RPP1LRR further contribute to ATR1
interactionwith RPP1 (interface 2) (Fig. 2C and
figs. S5B and S6).
To verify the cryo-EM structure, we made

substitutions of residues in ATR1 and RPP1
from interface 1 or 2, or both together. The
various mutants were coexpressed in insect
cells. Asp140 of ATR1_Emoy2 (ATR1D140) that is
conserved in RPP1_WsB-recognized ATR1_
Maks9 and ATR1_Emco5, but not in non-
recognized ATR1_Cala2 and ATR1_Emwa1
(fig. S7), is located at the center of interface
1 (Fig. 2B). Substitution of this residue with a
tyrosine present at the equivalent position of
ATR1_Cala2 and ATR1_Emwa1 substantially

reduced ATR1-Emoy2 binding to RPP1 in vitro
(fig. S8A), indicating that interaction with
RPP1C-JID is important for ATR1 recognition.
This result also explains why the ATR1_Cala2
and ATR1_Emwa1 alleles are not recognized
by RPP1_WsB (12, 21). In further support of
the cryo-EM structure, alanine substitutions
of five residues from the loop region (E117A/
L122A/D124A/T125A/Y126A) of ATR1 at inter-
face 2 resulted in loss of interaction with RPP1
(fig. S8A). Substitutions of RPP1 residues at
either of the two interfaces with amino acids
at equivalent positions in other RPP1 variants
(fig. S6) impaired interaction with ATR1_
Emoy2 (fig. S8A).
We tested whether the above RPP1 and

ATR1 substitutions affected ATR1-induced
RPP1-dependent host cell death by using
Agrobacterium tumefaciens–mediated tran-
sient gene expression to coexpress untagged
RPP1 and hemagglutinin (HA)/StrepII (HS)–

tagged ATR1 forms in leaves of Nicotiana
benthamiana. Expectedly, coexpression of
wild-type (WT) RPP1 with WT ATR1-HS re-
sulted in cell death of infiltrated leaf zones
(Fig. 2D). Epitope-tagged WT RPP1-HS also
produced ATR1-dependent cell death in
N. benthamiana and was detectable as a
~140-kD protein by immunoblotting (fig. S8,
B and C). By contrast, cell death was strongly
impaired with ATR1 proteins bearing sub-
stitutions that abolished or reduced inter-
action with RPP1 (Fig. 2, C and D, and fig.
S8D). The loss of cell death induction by
ATR1E117A/L122A/D124A/T125A/Y126A with multi-
ple substitutions at interface 2 (Fig. 2, C and
D) showed that in addition to RPP1C-JID,
RPP1LRR is important for ATR1 recognition,
in agreement with previous data (20, 22).
Coexpression of RPP1 with ATR1R177A/Y179A

that had no detectable interaction with RPP1
in vitro (fig. S8A) caused WT-like cell death
(Fig. 2, C and D). The reason for the dis-
crepancy remains unclear, but it is possible
that a weak interaction between this ATR1
mutant and RPP1 was undetectable in vitro
but was sufficient to support cell death. The
RPP1 substitutions RPP1S1123K/S1125Y/N1181R/S1183R

from interface 1 retained WT-like cell death ac-
tivity when coexpressed with ATR1, but cell death
was abolished with RPP1Y869D/R895S/Y935E/R937M

substitutions from interface 2 (Fig. 2E). Col-
lectively, our data indicate that RPP1C-JID and
RPP1LRR are structural determinants for
ATR1-specific binding and recognition of nat-
urally occurring ATR1 variants. In support of
this conclusion, a structure-guided RPP1 se-
quence alignment revealed that residues from
these two domains, in particular those from
RPP1C-JID, are variable between different RPP1
proteins (fig. S6).

Assembly of the RPP1 resistosome is required
for NADase activity

As observed in oligomerization of other NLR
proteins (8, 25–27), the RPP1 central NOD
module (NBD-HD1-WHD domains) partici-
pates in tetramerization (Fig. 3A and fig. S9,
A and B). In contrast to other NLRs, however,
the loop region between b2 and a2 of RPP1NBD

mediates RPP1 tetramerization by interacting
with a groove between RPP1NBD and RPP1WHD

of the adjacent protomer around the P-loop
region (Fig. 3B and fig. S9C). Besides self-as-
sociation (discussed below), the RPP1TIR stacks
against RPP1NBD from an adjacent protomer
(Fig. 3C and fig. S9, A, D, and E). Two adjacent
RPP1TIRs are positioned differently to engage
in distinct interactions with RPP1NBD (Fig. 3A).
A similar observation was reported for N-
terminal CARD domains in the CED-4 apopto-
some (28). In the RPP1 tetramer, the TIR loop
region N-terminal to RPP1NBD (TIRa) is better
defined than that of its neighboring TIR
(TIRb). RPP1TIRa packs tightly against the top
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Fig. 1. Tetrameric assembly of the RPP1 resistosome. (A) Final 3D reconstruction of the RPP1 resistosome
(oligomeric RPP1-ATR1 complex) in three orientations. (B) Final model of the RPP1 resistosome in three
orientations. The reconstruction and model in each row are shown in the same orientation. Color codes for
ATR1 and subdomains of RPP1 are indicated.
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of RPP1NBD from an adjacent protomer via
extensive interactions of C-terminal parts of
helices aA and aE (Fig. 3C and fig. S5C). Less
tight interactions are formed between TIRb
and its adjacent RPP1NBD (fig. S9D). As ob-
served in the ZAR1 resistosome, interactions
between two neighboring LRR domains (fig.
S9, A and E) likely further stabilize the RPP1
tetrameric resistosome.
We next investigated whether formation of

the RPP1 resistosome is required for NADase

activity. A high-performance liquid chroma-
tography (HPLC) assay with recombinant pro-
teins purified from insect cells showed that the
RPP1-ATR1 complex, but not RPP1 alone,
hydrolyzed nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(NAD+) at 1.0 mM protein (Fig. 3D). Divalent
ions were shown to be important for nucleo-
side hydrolase activities (29). We therefore
tested whether Mg2+ or Ca2+ changed RPP1-
ATR1 tetramer NAD+ hydrolysis. Addition of
10mMMg2+ strongly promoted consumption

of NAD+ by RPP1 (Fig. 3D). The same con-
centration of Ca2+ had a weaker effect. By
contrast, Mg2+ or Ca2+ did not increase the
negligible NADase activity of RPP1 alone
(Fig. 3D). These data show that assembly of
the RPP1 tetramer is necessary for NAD+

hydrolysis. Notably, the same concentration
(1.0 mM) of RPP1TIR (residues 60 to 254) puri-
fied from insect cells was much less efficient
in NAD+ hydrolysis (fig. S10A). At a higher
concentration (70 mM), RPP1TIRNADase activity
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Fig. 2. Structural mechanism of ATR1 recogni-
tion by RPP1. (A) Structure of ATR1 (in cartoon)
bound by the RPP1LRR–C-JID fragment (in surface)
showing two interfaces with ATR1. (B) Detailed
interactions between RPP1C-JID and ATR1 at
interface 1 [blue frame in (A)]. Red dashed lines
indicate polar interactions. (C) Detailed interactions
between RPP1LRR and ATR1 at interface 2 [purple
frame in (A)]. Red dashed lines indicate polar
interactions. (D) Host cell death triggered by
coexpression of untagged RPP1_WsB and HS-tagged
ATR1_Emoy2 variants in leaves of N. benthamiana.
WT, wild type. Cell death was quantified by a leaf
disk ion leakage (conductivity) assay at 3 days after
agro-infiltration (dai). Data are normalized to the
mean value for samples with RPP1_WsB and WT
ATR1_Emoy2 in each experiment. Results from three
independent experiments are displayed on the plot
(n = 18; Tukey’s HSD test, a = 0.01; data points of
the same color were recorded in one experiment;
shared lowercase letters indicate no significant
difference). (E) Top: Ion leakage assay of RPP1_WsB
mutations at RPP1-ATR1 interfaces 1 and 2 on
ATR1_Emoy-induced cell death in N. benthamiana.
The assay was performed as described in (D) after
agro-infiltration of C-terminally HA-StrepII–tagged
RPP1_WsB (RPP1_WsB-HS) with ATR1_Emoy2-HS.
Statistical analysis via Tukey’s HSD test is based on
data from three independent experiments (n = 18,
a = 0.001; data points of the same color were
recorded in one experiment; shared lowercase
letters indicate no significant difference). Below are
photographs of representative agro-infiltrated leaf
zones at 4 dai. Bottom: Western blot analysis of
total N. benthamiana leaf protein extracts at
2 dai probed with antibody to HA. Expression of
RPP1_WsB-HS WT and mutant proteins produces a
signal of the expected molecular weight (~140 kD).
Ponceau S staining indicates equal loading of total
leaf proteins on the blot.
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was increased and promoted by Mg2+ and
Ca2+ (fig. S10A), which suggests that high
concentrations of TIR alone may drive it
into oligomers with enzymatic activity (5).
This notion is further supported by an earlier
finding of RPP1TIR in vivo autoactivity that
correlated with its self-association in solution
(30). Also, induced TIR domain proximity led
to cell death in planta (31). Collectively, our
data indicate that ATR1-induced assembly of
the RPP1 resistosome is required for RPP1
NADase activity and host cell death induc-
tion. Thus, the RPP1 resistosome can be viewed
as a pathogen-inducible holoenzyme for NAD+

hydrolysis.

Active sites are formed by asymmetric
TIR homodimers

Whereas the four RPP1NOD modules in the
RPP1 resistosome are approximately related
with C4 symmetry, the four TIR domains are
related with C2 symmetry because of the dif-

ferent positioning of two neighboring RPP1TIRs
(Fig. 4A). Thus, the tetrameric RPP1TIRs con-
tain two symmetric TIR homodimers that
are nearly identical to those observed in the
crystal structure of RPP1TIR (fig. S11, A and
B) (18). Each of three tested substitutions of
residues at this homodimeric “AE” interface
(9, 17, 18) abolished ATR1-induced cell death
in N. benthamiana (fig. S11C), supporting an
essential role of the AE interface in RPP1 func-
tion. Functional relevance of the AE interface
has been observed for TIR domains of other
plant TNLs (9, 17, 18). In the RPP1 tetramer,
opposite packing of the two symmetric TIR
homodimers led to formation of two asymmetric
head-to-tail RPP1TIR homodimers (Fig. 4A).
The two RPP1TIRs in an asymmetric homo-
dimer have different conformations in the
loop between aA and aB (equivalent to the
BB-loop of other TIR domains, hereafter
called the BB-loop) (Fig. 4B). The BB-loop
is well defined in RPP1TIRa but is disordered

in RPP1TIRb (fig. S12A). Asymmetric head-to-
tail RPP1TIR-RPP1TIR interaction is primarily
mediated by the BB-loop of TIRa that con-
tacts the opposite side of TIRb (Fig. 4, A and
C, and fig. S12B).
From a sequence alignment (fig. S12C), the

predicted catalytic RPP1E158 is located at one
end of the groove formed within an asymmetric
RPP1TIR homodimer (fig. S13A), which suggests
that this groove is important for RPP1-catalyzed
NAD+ hydrolysis and RPP1 function. To test
this hypothesis, we mutated residues from the
interface of the asymmetric RPP1TIR homo-
dimer and evaluated the impact of these sub-
stitutions on the NADase activity of the RPP1
resistosome and ATR1-induced cell death in
N. benthamiana. Substitutions RPP1 I121E,
S124E, A222E, or G223A, which are predicted
to disrupt the asymmetric RPP1TIR homo-
dimers, all interacted with ATR1 (fig. S10B)
but were strongly compromised in NAD+

hydrolysis (Fig. 4D and fig. S13B). By con-
trast, an RPP1R123A exchange had less ef-
fect on NADase activity (Fig. 4D). In support
of an essential role of NADase activity in RPP1
function, we also found that RPP1 I121E,
A222E, E158A, or E158Q, but not RPP1 R123A,
S124E, E122A/R123A/S124A/K125A/S126A, or
G223A, displayed almost undetectable cell
death activity (Fig. 4E). Taken together, these
data show that the assembly of two TIRa-
TIRb active sites in the RPP1 resistosome is
responsible for NAD+ hydrolysis and RPP1-
mediated signaling.
A previous study showed that many single

mutations in the TIR domain of the canonical
Arabidopsis TNL RPS4 (RPS4TIR) disrupted
the cell death activity of RPS4TIR in tobacco
(13). Mapping the equivalent residues onto the
RPP1 resistosome revealed that most of them
cluster around the asymmetric TIRa-TIRbgroove
(fig. S13C).We found that adenosine triphosphate
(ATP), which was supplemented during protein
purification, bound to this groove in the absence
of NAD+ (fig. S13A) and that the ATP binding
groove is conserved among Arabidopsis TNLs
(fig. S12C). The bound ATP likely acts as an
analog of NAD+ at the groove. Supporting this
possibility, a structural comparison revealed
that NAD+ phosphate (NADP+) bound to the
TIR domain of plant TNL RUN1 (9, 17, 18) at a
position similar to that of ATP in the RPP1
TIRa-TIRb groove (fig. S13D). These results
provide additional evidence for the biological
relevance of the asymmetric RPP1TIR homo-
dimers in the resistosome.

ADP binds to the P-loop region of RPP1
in the resistosome

Previous studies demonstrated that structures
of the NOD module from plant and animal
NLRs are highly conserved in both inactive
and active states (32). This is underscored here
by the similar structures of RPP1NOD in the
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activity assay of the ATR1-RPP1 complex and RPP1 alone. The purified ATR1-RPP1 complex or RPP1 only was
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RPP1 tetramer and ZAR1NOD in the ZAR1
pentamer (fig. S4C). Furthermore, NLR acti-
vation involves conformational changes in
the NBD relative to its C-terminal WHD,
whereas no conformational change occurs
in theWHD relative to its C-terminal portion,
as demonstrated in activation of ZAR1, Apaf-1,
andNLRC4 (8, 25–27). Amodeling study using
the inactive ZAR1NOD structure (33) as a tem-
plate suggested that the LRR domain, in its
pre-activation state, sequesters RPP1 from
oligomerization, consistent with other NLR
autoinhibitionmodels (fig. S14). Themodeled
inactive RPP1 structure also suggested that
ATR1 binding would sterically clash with
RPP1NBD (fig. S14B), inducing conformational
changes in RPP1NBD for activation. Position-
ing of inactive RPP1TIR is difficult to predict
because of the lack of a reliable template.
However, overexpression of RPP1TIR, but not
RPP1TIR-NBD, induced cell death inN. benthamiana
(12, 30). These data point to inhibition of
RPP1TIR by RPP1NOD, presumably through
interdomain interaction similar to that ob-
served for the inactive ZAR1CC (33). An inhib-
itory interaction between the TIR and NBD
domains was also suggested for TNLs L6 and
L7 from flax (34).
On the basis of current models (5, 32), we

expected an ATP molecule to be bound by
the NBD of activated RPP1. Surprisingly, an
adenosine diphosphate (ADP)molecule, which
is unambiguously defined by the cryo-EM
density, binds to the P-loop of RPP1 in the
resistosome (Fig. 5A and fig. S5D). The ADP is
recognized via RPP1 residues that are highly
conserved in other NLR proteins (33, 35–37).
Recognition of the g-phosphate group of
deoxyadenosine triphosphate (dATP)/ATP in
the ZAR1 resistosome (8) and Apaf-1 apopto-
some (27) is mediated through an arginine
residue in a “TT/SR”motif that is essential for
their activation. The arginine is highly con-
served in plant CNLs and animal NLRs (38)
but is substituted with a differently charged
or polar residue, creating “TTE/Q” in many
known TNLs including RPP1 (fig. S15, A and
B). In contrast to ZAR1 and Apaf-1, however,
RPP1 tolerates such substitutions, which sug-
gests that other interactions might compen-
sate for loss of ATP-mediated stabilization of
the RPP1 resistosome. Indeed, the b2-a2 loop
contributes toRPP1 oligomerization bymediat-
ing NOD-NOD interactions (Fig. 3B and Fig.
5B). In further support of this hypothesis, the
TNL Roq1 with the TT/SR motif has ATP
bound in its activated form and the b2-a2
loop is not involved in formation of the Roq1
resistosome (23), similar to what was observed
in the ZAR1 resistosome (Fig. 5, B and C).
Besides Roq1, some other TNLs also carry
the TT/SR motif (fig. S15A). Most of these
TNLs have a shorter b2-a2 loop relative to
those without the motif (fig. S15A), providing
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Fig. 4. Assembly of two active sites by two asymmetric RPP1TIR dimers in the tetrameric RPP1 resist-
osome. (A) Tetrameric assembly of RPP1TIRs in the resistosome. Some secondary structural elements are
labeled. Two bound ATP molecules within the two asymmetric RPP1TIR dimers (top and bottom dimer) are
shown in stick. The loop region between aA and aB (BB-loop) from TIRa is framed in red and shown in
blue. (B) Structural alignment of the two RPP1TIR monomers from the asymmetric homodimer. The BB-loop
from TIRa and TIRb is shown in blue and gray, respectively. The BB-loop is highlighted. (C) Detailed
interactions of the BB-loop from TIRa with TIRb in the asymmetric dimer. (D) Mutagenesis analysis of the
interactions shown in (C) using the NADase activity assay described in Fig. 3D. (E) Effects of mutations at sites
mediating TIRa-TIRb interactions (AE interface) on RPP1_WsB-HS and ATR1_Emoy2-dependent cell death in
N. benthamiana leaves. Host cell death was measured in a quantitative electrolyte leakage assay as described in
Fig. 2, D and E. Top: Host cell death triggered by coexpression of RPP1_WsB-HS variants and ATR1_Emoy2-HS
in leaves of N. benthamiana. Statistical analysis via Tukey’s HSD test is based on data from three independent
experiments (n = 18, a = 0.001; data points of the same color were recorded in one experiment; shared lowercase
letters indicate no significant difference). RPP1 mutants E158A and E158Q were included as additional negative
controls. Below are photographs of representative agro-infiltrated leaf zones at 4 dai. Bottom: Western blot
analysis of total N. benthamiana leaf protein extracts at 2 dai probed with antibody to HA. Expression of
RPP1_WsB-HS WT and mutant proteins produces a signal of the expected molecular weight (~140 kD). Ponceau
S staining indicates equal loading of total leaf proteins in the tested samples.
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additional evidence for the above hypothesis.
Collectively, these results might explain why
ADP is bound in the RPP1 tetramer, although
exchange of ADP with ATP during RPP1
activation remains possible.
Bound ADP in the RPP1 resistosome might

result from RPP1 intrinsic ATPase activity. To
test this possibility, we used HPLC to measure
the ATPase activity of the RPP1E158A resisto-
some or nonactivated RPP1E158A (to avoid
potential interference from RPP1 NADase
activity). In the presence of 10 mM Mg2+,
RPP1E158A alone displayed ATPase activity
that was more potent than that of Apaf-1 by a
factor of ~3 to 4 (Fig. 5D and fig. S16) (35, 39).
In contrast, the ATR1-activated RPP1E158A

resistosome had much lower ATPase activity
under the same conditions. Similar results
were obtained with the Apaf-1 apoptosome

(39). Hence, we propose that RPP1 ATPase
activity also contributes to an ADP-bound
resistosome.

Discussion

We reconstituted the RPP1 resistosome and
solved its structure using cryo-EM at 3.16 Å.
The structure reveals the mechanism of race-
specific recognition of ATR1 by RPP1, leading
to NLR conformational activation. We have
presented evidence for the multilayered regu-
lation of RPP1 tetramerization, including
ATR1 binding (Fig. 2), RPP1NOD oligomeriza-
tion (fig. S9), and RPP1TIR self-association
(Fig. 4). RPP1 tetramerization results in
the formation of two asymmetric RPP1TIR

homodimers, creating active sites for NAD+

hydrolysis. Therefore, ATR1-induced receptor
tetramerization links effector binding to the

regulation of RPP1 NADase activity. Structural
and biochemical characteristics of the activated
RPP1 tetramer provide a template for under-
standing canonical plant TIR-type NLRs.
Besides the canonical TNL domains, the

C-JID that could not be predicted by primary
sequence was revealed in the cryo-EM struc-
ture of the RPP1 resistosome. Biochemical and
functional data show that this novel structural
domain is a major determinant for specific
ATR1 recognition (Fig. 2). In contrast to inte-
grated domains of plant NLRs that are suffi-
cient for effector recognition (7), RPP1C-JID

functions together with RPP1LRR for specific
recognition of ATR1. The sequence-diversified
RPP1C-JID is predicted by a hidden Markov
model (HMM) to be shared by many TNLs in
dicotyledonous plant species (fig. S17, A to F).
It comprises part of a C-terminal domain in
Arabidopsis TNL receptor RPS4 that confers
effector-triggered immunity as a heterodimer
with TNL RRS1 (17, 40). Mutations within the
predicted RPS4C-JID (fig. S17E) disabled RRS1/
RPS4 immunity (40, 41), pointing to broader
importance of the C-JID for TNL function. It is
possible that the C-JID serves as a decoy that
mimics common virulence targets of pathogen
effectors (7). However, using HMM, we failed
to detect the RPP1C-JID in CNLs and non-NLR
plant proteins (fig. S17, B to D). We therefore
speculate that the C-JID in different TNLs
plays a more generic role, together with LRRs,
in TNL-specific detection of unrelated patho-
gen effectors. Although direct RPP1 recogni-
tion of ATR1 leads to resistosome formation,
many plant NLRs perceive their cognate ef-
fectors in an indirect manner typically involv-
ing other host proteins (2).
Assembly of NADase active sites is medi-

ated principally by the TIR BB-loop, which
undergoes a major conformational change af-
ter RPP1 tetramer formation (fig. S18A). The
BB-loop of RRS1TIR (four residues) is shorter
than that of RPP1TIR and other TNL TIR do-
mains (>9 residues; fig. S18B). The RRS1TIR

BB-loop in the symmetric RRS1TIR homodimer
or the RPS4TIR-RRS1TIR heterodimer (17) can-
not support an RPP1TIR-like asymmetric homo-
dimer (fig. S18B). Therefore, RRS1TIR would
sequester the symmetric RPS4TIR homodimer
from self-associating into asymmetric homo-
dimers, potentially explaining RRS1TIR-mediated
in planta suppression of RPS4TIR-triggered
cell death (17). Structural alignment reveals
that the asymmetric RPP1TIR homodimer is
similar to that of filaments formed byMALTIR

in animals (fig. S18C) (42). However, there is
no experimental evidence for a filament-
forming activity of RPP1TIR or other plant
TIR domains. Notably, MALTIR can form
cofilaments with TIR domains of other pro-
teins such as human TLR4 and MyD88 (42).
Many TIR-only genes are encoded in the ge-
nome of Arabidopsis (43), and TNLs have
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Fig. 5. Activation of RPP1 by ATR1. (A) ADP is bound between the NBD and HD1 domains in the cryo-EM
structure of RPP1-ATR1. Red dashed lines represent polar interactions. A corresponding structure with EM
density around the ADP-bound molecule is shown in fig. S5D. (B) Structural superposition of a lateral
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been proposed to recruit TIR-only proteins
for signaling (44, 45). It will be interesting to
determine whether the RPP1 resistosome can
serve as a platform for interactions with TIR-
only proteins or other oligomerized TNLs to
amplify TNL-mediated immune signals.
Like the ZAR1 resistosome (8), the Apaf-

1 apoptosome (27), and the NLRC4 inflamma-
some (25, 26, 46), the RPP1 tetramer forms a
ring-like structure, despite the different oligo-
merization states of its components. The ZAR1
and RPP1 resistosomes contain, respectively, a
stabilized funnel-shaped structure for plasma
membrane targeting and a stabilized tetra-
meric RPP1TIR for NADase activity. This con-
trasts with relatively flexible apoptosome and
inflammasome N-terminal CARD domains.
Hence, the N-terminal domains of plant and
animal NLRs likely engage different mecha-
nisms for immune signaling. Nonetheless, a
shared principle in signaling mediated by the
ZAR1 resistosome andNLRC4 inflammasome
was proposed (8). The ZAR1 resistosome
and probably many other CNLs with an N-
terminal “MADA” motif (47) might form a
membrane-resident pore or channel to medi-
ate immunity. This is conceptually analogous
to signaling mediated by the NLRC4 inflam-
masome that activates the pore-forming pro-
tein GSDMD for immune responses through
the protease caspase-1 (48). The RPP1 resist-
osome, as a holoenzyme, bears similarity to
both the apoptosome and the inflammasome,
which form holoenzymes after recruitment of
procaspase-9 and procaspase-1, respectively.
Building on current models of TNL-mediated
immune signaling, the RPP1 resistosome
NADase activity is responsible for activa-
tion of HeLo domain–containing signaling
(helper) NLRs via the EDS1 family of lipase-
like proteins (49–51). It was speculated that
HeLo-NLRs function similarly to ZAR1 at
host membranes (8, 11, 47). Thus, the RPP1
resistosome andNLRC4 inflammasomemight
represent comparable paradigms in innate
immunity signaling.

Materials and methods
Protein expression and purification

Sequence alignment of RPP1_WsB with its
alleles RPP1_WsA, RPP1_NdA, RPP1_EstA, and
RPP1_ZdrA by Clustal Omega (52) indicated
that the N-terminal 60 amino acids of RPP1_
WsB are not conserved. Therefore, an N-
terminally truncated form of WT RPP1_WsB
(61-1221) was constructed for protein expres-
sion in insect cells. ATR1_Emoy2 with an N-
terminal truncation of 51 residues used for
crystallization in a previous study (24) was
used for protein expression. ATR1_Emoy2
(residues 52 to 311) was sufficient for recog-
nition by RPP1, as demonstrated (24). For
purification of the RPP1-ATR1 complex, a
codon-optimizedRPP1_WsB (61-1221; GENEWIZ

Inc.) construct was cloned into the pFastBac
1 vector (Invitrogen) with a C-terminal twin-
StrepII tag. A codon-optimized ATR1_Emoy2
construct (52-311; GENEWIZ)was cloned into
the pFastBac 1 vector with a C-terminal 10 ×
HIS tag. These constructs were coexpressed
in Sf21 insect cells (Invitrogen) at 28°C. After
recombinant baculovirus infection for 48 hours,
infected cells were harvested and resuspended
in buffer A (25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM
NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 0.3 mM ATP). After
sonication and centrifugation, the RPP1-ATR1
complex was purified using Strep-Tactin resin
(IBA Lifesciences) from the supernatant. Pro-
teins bound to resin were eluted with buffer A
supplemented with 2.5 mM D-desthiobiotin.
The eluent from Strep-Tactin was loaded
onto Ni-NTA resin (Novagen) and the resin
was washed with buffer A containing 20 mM
imidazole. Proteins bound to the Ni-NTA resin
were eluted with buffer A plus 250 mM imi-
dazole. The eluent was concentrated through
a 30-kD MWCO Vivaspin 500 concentrator
(GE Healthcare) to 100 ml and loaded onto a
Superose 6 increase 5/150 column (GEHealth-
care) with buffer E (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0,
100 mMNaCl, and 1 mMDTT). Peak fractions
were concentrated to 0.45 mg/ml for cryo-EM
sample preparation. A similar procedure was
used for purification of the RPP1E158A (61-
1221)-ATR1 (52-311) complex.

Cryo-EM sample preparation and data collection

An aliquot of 3 ml of purified RPP1-ATR1 was
applied to holey carbon grids (Quantifoil Au
1.2/1.3, 300 mesh) glow-discharged for 30 s at
high level in Harrick Plasma after 2 min eva-
cuation. Grids were then blotted on filter paper
(Ted Pella Inc.) for 2.5 s at 8°C with 100%
humidity and flash-frozen in liquid ethane
using FEI Vitrobot Marked IV.
Two datasets of theWTRPP1-ATR1 complex

were collected: one on a Titan Krios2 electron
microscope operated at 300 kV, equippedwith
Gatan K3 Summit direct electron detector and
a Gatan Quantum energy filter, the other on a
Titan Krios3 electron microscope operated at
300 kV, equipped with a Cs-corrector, Gatan
K3 Summit direct electron detector, and a
Gatan Quantum energy filter. A total of 5701
and 3834 micrograph stacks were collected on
Titan 2 and Titan 3, respectively. The micro-
graph stacks were automatically recorded
using AutoEMation in superresolution mode
(53), at a nominal magnification of 64,000×
on Titan 2 and 81,000× on Titan 3. Defocus
values varied from –1.0 mm to –2.0 mm for
both datasets. Exposure rate of data collec-
tion on Titan 2 and Titan 3 was 23 and 24
electrons per pixel per second, respectively.
The exposure time for both datasets was 2.56 s
dose-fractionated into 32 subframes, leading
to a total electron exposure of ~50 electrons
per Å2 for each stack.

Image processing and 3D reconstruction
The raw stacks of RPP1-ATR1 recorded in
superresolution mode were motion-corrected
by MotionCor2 and binned twofold, resulting
in a physical pixel size of 1.0742 Å per pixel
for Titan 2 motion-corrected micrographs and
1.0979 Å per pixel for Titan 3motion-corrected
micrographs (54). In the meantime, exposure
rate for the summed micrographs was per-
formed (55). Contrast transfer function (CTF)
parameters were estimated by CTFFIND4
(56). Based on the CTF estimations, 5117 (Titan
2)/3123 (Titan 3) micrographs were manually
picked, respectively, and were further pro-
cessed in RELION3.1.
About 10,000 Laplacian-of-Gaussian auto-

picked particles were subjected to 2D classifi-
cation to generate initial templates for further
auto-picking. For the dataset collected on
Titan 2, 1,395,913 auto-picked particles were
subjected to five rounds of 2D classification,
which performed 25 iterations with regulari-
zation parameter T = 2 and number of classes
= 100 to remove bad particles. Similar param-
eters were applied in three rounds of 2D clas-
sification of 1,125,203 auto-picked RPP1-ATR1
particles from Titan 3. After removal of bad
particles, the remaining 661,434 particles on
Titan 2 and 516,036 on Titan 3 for the RPP1-
ATR1 complex were subjected to 3D classi-
fication with C1 symmetry, using initial 3D
reference models obtained by ab initio calcu-
lation from RELION3.1.
Particles (276,146 from Titan 2 and 133,202

from Titan 3 for RPP1-ATR1) from good 3D
classes with clear overall structural features
were selected for 3D refinement. At this stage,
the 3D reconstructions clearly showed four
RPP1 molecules in the complex. C4 symmetry
was therefore tested in the following 3D re-
finement. Resulting reconstructions showed
that the global density, particularly that cor-
responding to the TIR part, became worse,
indicating that lower or no symmetry exists
in the RPP1-ATR1 complex. Subsequent 3D
refinementwithC2 symmetry greatly improved
the density quality and global resolution. After
global 3D refinement with C2 symmetry, CTF
refinement, and postprocessing, the resolution
of the RPP1-ATR1 reconstruction from the
Titan 2 and Titan 3 datasets was 3.65 Å and
3.16 Å, respectively. Refined RPP1-ATR1 par-
ticles (409,348) from the two datasets were
joined and subjected to a further round of 3D
reconstruction, yielding a final cryo-EM map
with 3.16 Å resolution.
A core regionmask including the TIR, NBD,

HD1, and WHD domains of RPP1 and ATR1
was generated by Chimera and then applied to
3D auto-refinement using C2 symmetry and
409,348 particles from the final reconstruction
with the merged datasets. In the end, the
resolution of RPP1 core part reconstruction
was 2.99 Å after postprocess.
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The LRR and C-JID portions in the final EM
map were more flexible relative to the other
parts of the RPP1-ATR1 complex. To improve
resolution of the local density, C4 symmetry
was first used to refine the joined particles,
and the refined particles were expanded with
C4 symmetry for focused 3D classification. A
local mask for LRR, C-JID, and ATR1 was
generated using Chimera and then applied for
focused 3D classificationwithout alignment as
described (57). After the focused 3D classifica-
tion, a total of 222,015 particles were selected
for C1 focused 3D refinement, finally yielding a
local reconstruction for LRR, C-JID, and ATR1
with 3.19 Å after postprocess.
2D classification, 3D classification, and 3D

autorefinement were all performed with
RELION3.1 (58–60). The resolutions were
determined by gold-standard Fourier shell
correlation (61). Local resolution distribution
was evaluated using RELION (62).

Model building and refinement

The final RPP1-ATR1 EM map was generated
by merging the global map and local LRR,
C-JID, and ATR1 map, using combine_focused_
map in PHENIX (63). For model building of
the whole RPP1-ATR1 complex, the RPP1 TIR
domain (PDB: 5TEB) (18) and ATR1 (PDB:
3RMR) were docked into the EM map in
Chimera (64). The models of the NBD, HD1,
and WHD domains of RPP1 were manually
built in COOT based on the global EMmap of
RPP1-ATR1, and the LRR and C-JID domains
in COOT using the local refined EMmap (65).
All the domains were then combined, gen-
erating a model containing four ATR1 mole-
cules and four RPP1 molecules. The generated
model was refined against the combined RPP1-
ATR1 EM density using real-space refinement
in PHENIX with secondary structure and ge-
ometry restraints (63). The final model after
refinement was validated using MolProbity
and EMRinger in the PHENIX package (63).
Table S1 summarizes the model statistics.

In vitro NADase assays

Purified RPP1, RPP1-ATR1, mutant RPP1-ATR1,
or RPP1TIR were used for NADase assays at the
indicated concentrations. Proteins were indi-
vidually incubated with 100 mM NAD+ (final
concentration) and 10 mM MgSO4 or CaCl2 in
buffer containing 100 mM NaCl, 25 mM Tris-
HCl pH 8.0. The total volume for each reaction
was 100 ml. Reactions were performed in a
thermoshaker at 25°C for 16 hours. After re-
action, samples were centrifuged and imme-
diately applied for HPLC analysis.

In vitro ATPase assays

Purified RPP1E158A, RPP1E158A-ATR1 complex,
and ATR1 were used for ATPase assays with a
protein concentration of 5 mM. Each protein
was incubated with 100 mMATP (final concent-

ration) in buffer containing 10.0 mM MgSO4,
100mMNaCl, 25.0mMTris-HCl pH 8.0 at 25°C
for the indicated times. The volume for re-
action was 100 ml. After reaction, samples
were centrifuged and immediately applied
for HPLC analysis. 1.0 mM RPP1E158A was
used to quantify its ATPase activity. Reac-
tions were carried out as described above.
Samples (50 ml) taken at different time points
(1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 hours) were analyzed on an
HPLC system to detect the formed ADP. By
comparisonwith reference samples (ADP), the
respective integrated ADP peak area was
converted into concentration. The ATPase ac-
tivity was calculated by five data points–based
linear regression.

HPLC measurements

HPLC was performed on an Agilent 1260
bioinert HPLC system using a Synergi Fusion-
RP 80 Å (4.6 × 150 mm, 4 mm) (Phenomenex)
column. The samples were measured via an
8-min method. Samples (10 ml) were injected
at 550 ml/minwith ammonium formate (5mM)
in water and methanol used as mobile phases
A and B, respectively. The elution profile was
as follows: 0 to 3 min, 10 to 70% B; 3 to 6 min,
70% B; 6 to 6.1 min, 70 to 10% B; 6.1 to 8 min,
10% B. The autosampler temperature was
maintained at 4°C and the column temper-
ature at 25°C. UV signals were detected at
260 nm. Reference standards were used to
determine respective retention times. The
integrations of peak area were used to cal-
culate relative concentrations.

Site-directed mutagenesis of RPP1_WsB and
ATR1_Emoy2 for in planta analyses

For N. benthamiana transient expression
analyses, the RPP1_WsB gene body (exons
and introns) was PCR-amplified from the
pENTR/D-TOPO pRPP1:gRPP1 construct pro-
vided by K. Krasileva (12, 19) and cloned into
pENTR/D-TOPO vector (Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific, K240020). The ATR1_Emoy2 sequence
starts with a codon corresponding to T19
in NCBI accession AAX51198 ATR1_Emoy2,
thereby removing a signal peptide. Muta-
genesis was performed using a QuikChange
II site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent,
200523) orKOD-Plus-Mutagenesis kit (CosmoBio,
SMK-101). Sequences of oligonucleotides are
provided in table S2. Obtained pENTR/D-TOPO
RPP1_WsB and pDONR207 ATR1_Emoy2 plas-
mids were LR-recombined (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, 11791020) into pXCSG vectors (66)
to allow expression of untagged RPP1WsB,
C-terminally tagged RPP1_WsB-3xHA-StrepII,
and ATR1_Emoy2-3xHA-StrepII proteins un-
der a 35S promoter. All constructs were veri-
fied by DNA sequencing. Generated binary
constructs were transformed into Agrobacte-
rium tumefaciens (Rhizobium radiobacter)
GV3101 pMP90RK via electroporation.

Protein expression in N. benthamiana and
Western blot analysis
RPP1_WsB-HS and ATR1_Emoy2-HS were ex-
pressed inN. benthamiana using agrobacteria-
mediated transient expression assays in the
presence of the P19 suppressor of RNAi si-
lencing as in (49). The final OD600 for each
strain was set to 0.2. To detect ATR1 variants,
two 8-mm leaf discs per sample were har-
vested at 2 dai and boiled at 95°C in Laemmli
buffer for 5 min. The ATR1-HS fusions were
blotted onto nitrocellulose membranes and
detected using primary a-HA antibodies (Sigma
Aldrich, 11867423001 or H6908; Cell Signaling
Technology, #3724) and secondary horseradish
peroxidase (HRP)–conjugated antibodies (Santa
Cruz, sc-2006; Sigma Aldrich, A5164) at di-
lution 1:5000 (3% milk powder in TBST).
Detection was performed using enhanced
chemiluminescence assays Clarity, Clarity
Max Western ECL (Bio-Rad, #1705061 and
#1705062). To detect RPP1_WsB-HS var-
iants, infiltrated N. benthamiana leaves were
collected at 2 dai, frozen in liquid nitrogen,
and ground to a fine powder. Powder (~100 ml
in a tube) was resuspended in 100 ml of urea-
SDS sample buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8,
2% SDS, 8 M urea, 2% b-mercaptoethanol,
5% glycerol, protease inhibitor cocktail
(Roche), and 0.004% Bromophenol Blue]
and vortexed for 10 min at room temper-
ature. No boiling step was included. After
centrifugation at 16,000g for 10 min, 10 ml
of the supernatant was loaded onto 8%
SDS-PAGE and proteins were blotted onto a
PVDF membrane. Immunoblot assay was per-
formed using monoclonal rat anti-HA anti-
body (Sigma Aldrich, 11867423001) diluted
1:4000 and rabbit anti-rat antibody (Sigma
Aldrich, A5164) diluted 1:5000 in 1× TBS,
0.1% Tween-20with 3.5%w/v nonfat drymilk.
RPP1_WsB-HS fusion proteins were detected
using ECL SuperSignal West Femto Maxi-
mum Sensitivity Substrate and ECL Western
Blotting substrate (Thermo Scientific) in a
ratio of 2:1.

Cell death quantification in N. benthamiana

RPP1_WsB-HS and ATR1_Emoy2-HS WT and
mutant protein combinations were transiently
expressed in N. benthamiana as described
above (49) and agrobacteria-infiltrated leaf
zones used for cell death (ion leakage) assays
at 3 dai as described (49). Statistical analysis
was performed on conductivity data normal-
ized to the mean level in samples containing
WT RPP1_WsB and ATR1_Emoy2 samples via
Tukey’s HSD (honestly significant differ-
ence) test after checking normality of residuals
distribution and homogeneity of variance
using visual examination of the plots and
Shapiro-Wilcoxon and Levene tests (P >
0.05). Images of agrobacteria-infiltrated leaf
spots were taken at 4 to 5 dpi.
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RPP1_WsB jelly roll/Ig-like (JID) sequence
distribution across plants
Protein sequences of 32 representative plant
species from green algae to Arabidopsis
thaliana were obtained as in (49). Sequences
similar to the jelly roll domain of RPP1_WsB
(amino acids 1075 to 1195) were initially
searched with BLASTP (-evalue 0.01). The
jelly roll–like sequences were detected at
this step only in Brassicaceae plants. The
match sequences were extracted and aligned
via the Muscle method. A hidden Markov
model was built from the resulting align-
ment [hmmbuild in HMMER 3.1b2 (67),
default settings]. This model (v1) identified
622 matches mainly in Brassicales but also
in Fabales, Malpighiales, and Rosales (Ref-
erence Proteomes 2020_04, hmmsearch at
EMBL-EBI–incE 0.01). To improve sensitiv-
ity of the search, a next version of the HMM
model was prepared. For that, the v1 HMM
was run against the 32 species protein data-
base above (hmmsearch in HMMER 3.1b2,–
incE 0.01) and not against public databases
to avoid with redundancy and skewing toward
Brassicaceae in public databases. The result-
ing matches were again extracted, aligned
with Clustal Omega, and the obtained align-
ment served as an input for building the
version 2 HMM, available as data S1. The v2
HMM run against Uniprot database (2019-10-
03) at EMBL-EBI (hmmsearch -E1–domE 1–
incE 0.001–incdomE 0.03–seqdb uniprotkb)
identified 2711 hits, only in eudicots. The
majority of found proteins have a typical TNL
domain architecture, other hits have different
arrangements/combinations of NBARC, LRR,
TIR domains and occasionally other domains.
Finally, to assess distribution of the RPP1_WsB-
like JID across plants, the v2 HMM (data S1)
was scanned against the above custom non-
redundant database of protein sequences from
32 representative plant species (hmmsearch–
incE 0.01).
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pathogen effector initiates NAD hydrolysis and begins the immune response.
effector, exposed the active site of a nicotinamide adenine dinucleoside (NAD) hydrolase. Thus, recognition of the
effector. Both groups found that these TIR-NLRs formed tetramers that, when activated by binding to the pathogen 
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 TIR-NLRArabidopsis thaliana studied the et al.(TIR) domains (TIR-NLRs) (see the Perspective by Tian and Li). Ma 
immune response. Two groups have now defined the structures of two NLRs that carry Toll-like interleukin-1 receptor 
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